
Jayna Oso
Surfer Chick Turned Pornstar!
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Are you amazed of the transformation from surfer chick to one of the top shelf talent in 
the industry? Please elaborate.
Honestly, I haven’t noticed any major “transformation.”  I’ll always be that outdoor-loving, beach-bumming, surfer-
chick I always have been. I’ve remained unnoticed on the streets, and as far as I know I haven’t grown any angel-
wings or halos out of my head type a thing either.  All I do know is that I have become this sex Goddess in bed, par-
ticularly, in my private life! Thanks to my career in porn, I feel like I’ve almost earned a Masters in “Sex”, the best-
human activity on earth!  Although, I have high hopes that there is much more for me to learn.

How was it like growing up in a multi-ethnic family? 
It was truly a blessing/gift, because it made me more aware and appreciative of both eastern and western cultures. 

How was it like living in so many states? Any interesting stories that would you like to 
elaborate on living in different states? 
I have absolutely no regrets! In the end, I discovered where I loved it most, right back here,  where I grew up. .  . 
smack-dab-in-the-middle. . . of the never-ending and sunny-warm weathered Cali!

How did you arrive at your stage name Jayna Oso?
I’ve always adored the name “Jayna,” and no one else seemed to have that name in the biz. Then, “Oso” seemed 
clever because it can be used as a middle name as well, leaving room for an adjective that portray whatever “He” 
wants me to be. 





Describe how you got started in the business. Were your preconceived notions about the 
industry validated or not? What were you doing prior to joining the business? 
I was 20-years-old when I did my first movie. It all began at the strip club where I was dancing at here in LA, and 
some white guy comes up to me, and tells me if I would like to work in porn? He said he was from Hustler and I was 
like “ooooh Porn what is that?” So he took me to West Coast Productions with whom I shot my first movie with and 
I loved it and it was so fun with the cameras and the little acting part and all that money 
earned. 

Unlike other talent in the industry, you are chameleon-like, sometimes 
looking European, Eurasian, and Asian? Do you see this as as an advan-
tage in the industry? 
Oh FUCK Yeah!  I love how nobody really knows what I am, I get Hispanic a lot!  I’ve been able to play off all sorts 
of ethnic roles! Until you give me dialogue, you would never be able to tell.  This means I can work more jobs with 
a wider variety and therefore make more money! I made three to four times in just three hours of work compared to 
a week of work dancing at a strip club!

Your scene in Red Light Districťs One In The Pink One In The Stink 1 is considered your 
breakthrough scene. When you finished this scene, did you ever think that you would be-
come the success that you are now?   
No, all I was thinking was “Holy shit! I just got the living-fucking-nuts fucked outta me!” Also, “Where the fuck am 
I?” then “Oh wow, I feel real good. . .Oh yea cuz I just got my brains fucked out!” That’s just what I wanted on a 
daily basis!

Compared to your earlier scenes, you have a toned body. How many hours a week are you 
at the gym? You have taken flak for toning up too much so how would you respond to 
these criticisms?
At the most two hours, but I haven’t gone in like over 4 months. I would respond to these criticisms in agree-
ment, because I too wanted to thicken up with mass not burn so much fat so that all my bones and stuff 
popped all out at everybody.

You have been in a number of hot scenes with female talent like Sandra Romain. Is there 
anyone particular that you love to work with?
How did you know Sandra Romain is by far my most favorite and yummiest female talent that I particularly like to 
work with? This Goddess of Sexual Depravity brings out my raging passion for dick and pussy! You should see this 
girl with a strap-on . . . she works that thing like she were Rocco!

Who is your favorite director? Why? 
Jay Shanahan . . . I cannot stop laughing when I work with him and his crew.  Mike McKormack is also funny to 
work with. I guess a sense of humor makes work even more enjoyable for me . . . Funny make me horny!

What scene in what video are you most proud of? Why? 
I really can’t say yet, haven’t watched enough of my stuff, but I’m real critical  

Recently, many opportunities are opening up to you like representing Royal Dragon fra-
grance. How has becoming spokes model for Royal Dragon changed you? 
I wouldn’t say it changed me per se although it was the first time I got paid to keep my lingerie ON.





You are always busy whether it is promoting 
products or doing scenes, but when you do have 
free time how do you spend it? 
Hang out with friends . .  . go to the movies .  . .   I mean shoot 
movies, hehehe .  . . go camping, hiking, riding on a regular 
basis, and I mustn’t forget the spanking, the shoving and stuff-
ing and tossing that I always enjoy!

You have been in a few acting roles in your vid-
eos. Specifically, do you prefer being in gonzo or 
acting in a feature? 
GONZO!  

I am sure people recognize you in public. How do 
you usually react? 
No, I haven’t been recognized,  only once and I reacted all ex-
cited too because of course I was so taken by surprise at this 
nightclub I was at, but they were also really overwhelmingly 
drunk.

Have you reached a point in your career where 
an exclusive contract with a major studio would 
be an attainable goal?
I’m not sure, but I mean going by my own standards it 
wouldn’t be a problem at all considering I LOVE TO FUCK 
AND SHOW IT, and I look just as FUCKABLE AND HOT as 
the other female talent who already have exclusive contracts 
with these major studios.

If you could describe a flaw of yourself, what 
would it be? 
I am still a little shy in front of the camera.

When you retire from the industry, what would 
you want people to say and remember about 
you? 
That Dirty-Filthy-Whore!  What- A Horny Bitch,,,,,  A Very 
Good Girl…….

If you were not in the industry, what would you 
be doing? 
Probably working some broke-ass demeaning, slow-paced, 
and redundant job.



Jayna’s Favorites!
Food: Chinese and Pizza
Celebrity: The Jack-Ass Dudes
Position:  On top!
Color:  Yellow
Wildest place you had sex: On a  
mountain top


